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ABOUT ME

SKILLS

I am a final year student pursuing B.tech in
Electronics and Communication
Engineering(ECE) from Ajay Kumar Garg
Engineering College.

Python

I am willing to get involved in Software
writing and coding activities to enhance my
skills.
I write blogs on coding and maintain a
website as well as a Bi-lingual YouTube
channel for the training of young coding
learners.

EDUCATION
AJAY KUMAR GARG ENGINEERING
COLLEGE - GHAZIABAD

Aggregate till end of 5th Semester: 74.38 %
MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL - BHIWADI

12th aggregate: 74.2 %
10th aggregate: 86.6 %

ACHIEVEMENTS
Completed Internship in MATLAB from
AKGEC: Created different graphs, waves related
to sinusoidal waves, and signals.
Completed 30 days of Google Cloud: I worked
on Data Science, Machine Learning, and Cloud
Engineering Track.
Participated in Shankara Hackathon(2021):
Created a project on Sentiment Analysis that
catches your facial expression and shares your
daily report to your HR.
Participated in Google Code-in twice:
Completed challenges in Google Code-in for 2
consecutive years.

SQL
C++
C
HTML
CSS

PROJECTS
Mask Detection: Check whether you
are wearing a mask properly or not
that includes coverage of your nose.
Sentiment Analysis: Records our
facial Expression after a specific
interval and provides the complete
record of a specific date to HR through
the mail.
Text to Speech and Speech to Text
Conversion: Converts your text
message to automated voice and vice
versa.
Covid-19 Scrapper: Checks actual
Coronavirus cases with 100% accuracy
similar to some websites.
Tic Tac Toe Game: Designed a tic tac
toe game with help of the Tkinter
module.
Rock Paper Scissor Game: Made a
rock paper scissor game with
complete results.
AI assistant: Made an AI assistant for
personal use that is capable of
performing multiple tasks.
War Game: Created a war game with
three different modes which is a twoplayer game.

